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Introduction:
Hello, and welcome! As of writing this, it is the year 2012 and most of the older PowerPC based
Powermacs that contained a Liquid Cooling System is probably leaking by this time. This
results in early failiures of the CPUs/Logic Board/Power Supply. It is a good idea to check
inside your G5 Powermac just to be sure it is in good working order.
I got worried about the G5 2.7GHz I got off EBay might have some kind of leakage. The seller
said there was no sign. I felt alittle more comfortable about it. Nothing was present, but
something inside my mind just didn’t set right. Something had to be happening especially of its
age. Now I decided to just jump in and “try” a conversion which consisted of swapping out the
LCS system for your normal passive heatsink setup. Possible? Let’s find out!
Requirements:
-2x Passive CPU Heatsinks from an earlier generation G5 (I bought some 2.0ghz heatsinks)
-LONG allen screwdriver set. Believe a 2.5mm (Lowe’s had a set by Kobalt. #0349015 for $40ish)

-Torx bit set (Included in the set by Kobalt)
-small tipped Philips screwdriver (Included bit in the Kobalt set)
-flathead screwdriver (Included bit as well…)
-Copy of the 2.5.8 Apple Diagnotics Tools (For thermal calibration, though I didn’t have success,)

-PATIENCE, and lots of it.

Diving in:
I found it best to follow this excellent guide as to “removing” the LCS from the G5 mac at the
following site http://www.ifixit.com/Guide/Repair/Installing-Power-Mac-G5-Processor-and-CoolingUnit/1953/1

Once you are done removing the heatsink, the fun part comes along!

Remove the “T” bracket that braces the voltage regulator’s passive heatsink to the LCS block.
Pull it in an outward direction towards you, then you can “slide” it off by pushing it away from
the voltage regulator heatsinks.

Once you have the T bracket removed, flip the LCS upside down, and place something
underneath it so there isn’t any force put on the voltage regulator’s passive heatsinks when you
remove the screws. I circled all the ones that need to be removed.

Once you remove the screws, you can pry up the cpu away from the heatsink. Just be VERY
careful when lifting it up away so that the passive heatsink that is still attached doesn’t get bent.
You will quickly notice that there is a slight difference between the two passive heatsinks used in
earlier G5 macs VS the liquid cooling system’s in height. Don’t worry, keep the longer ones
attached, they will still work.

Now this was NOT what I wanted to see after removing the CPU half from the LCS… This was
an EARLY sign of leakage… Good thing I decided on the conversion!

Removal of the Passive Heatsinks:

There is this annoying bracket that attaches the passive heatsink to the main heatsink… You will
need to remove this because the longer voltage regulator heatsink will get right in the way, best
to get rid of it at once. The fins need to be pushed up against to slide past the tabs holding it.

Do the VERY same procedure you did to remove the CPUs from the Liquid Cooling System to
remove the passive heatsinks from the donor CPUs.

Assembly:
Clean both the CPU and the surface of the passive heatsink thoroughly with rubbing alcohol to
prepare it for some new paste. Now is the time to reapply some new thermal paste. I used Arctic
Cooling’s MX thermal grease, but whatever you use, new thermal grease is a must. Set the CPU
being used back on one of the passive heatsinks. It should look something like this… (Notice the
longer voltage regulator passive heatsink, it clears with the top of the main heatsink.)

Once you are done doing the heatsinks, now is time to just reattach them to the logic board one
by one… Be careful setting them down onto the logic board. Best to lay down your G5 tower
case so that you can snug the CPUs in. (The two inner screws closest to the memory modules are
unused, so don’t worry. The rest of them can be installed. Some areas can be VERY difficult
due to tiny clearances, but do your best to get back as many screws to the heatsink attached to the
board. Don’t force a screw in. it should be relatively easy to screw back without turning with
force.)

Now reassemble the G5 just as you did removing the side panels and everything else…. Pat
yourself on the back for a job well done! At this time it is when you need to throw in the
calibration CD to do a thermal calibration, but for some fricken reason at the time of writing this,
it kept saying “CPU0 intake fan speed error..” for both CPU0 and CPU1… I am not sure if its
because of the conversion or of the buggy Apple software. Temperatures seemed to be around
the same. Doing the conversion just gives you peace in your mind knowing the G5 will not leak
on you. This was all the extras after the conversion. Thanks for reading!

